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Foreword 

The Start Fund was created four years ago to address a critical gap in the humanitarian system. Response funding often 
arrived late. With little involvement from local people, decisions were made without the benefit of local knowledge.

In the eight years since the start network was initiated, we have looked for new  
ways to address these issues. across the network, we are focusing three key 
areas which we believe will deliver radical change in the system, so that the 
world can deal better with the humanitarian challenges of today, and of the 
future. we are working on localisation, new forms of humanitarian financing and 
collective innovation to enable our members and partners to deliver aid and 
create change together.

the start Fund is a key part of this vision and was established to enable frontline 
organisations to rapidly deliver aid to overlooked crises, with projects decided 
by local representatives of the start network.

we continue to invest in research and development to improve the delivery of 
assistance, such as blockchain technology and parametric insurance. Innovation 
is at the core of what we do.  we hope such innovation will lead to a fairer, more 
timely and effective way to deliver humanitarian aid.

the start Fund’s Crisis anticipation window – a systematic way for start 
network members to respond early when they see a crisis coming – is another 
key innovation. It encourages an earlier humanitarian response, based on 
information about shifts in risk.

our work in 2017 has demonstrated the potential of this approach, integrating 
forecasting information into the way decisions are made and projects are 
designed. this was made possible by the trust of our donors – allowing us to 
run with this new idea – and by inter-disciplinary collaboration – bringing new 
expertise and knowledge to aid decision-making.

In 2018, we will continue to drive this agenda. In time, we hope to see the 
anticipation approach becoming humanitarian ‘business as usual’: there will be 
no need for the anticipation window because it will be normal to see members 
using forecasting information consistently to alert the start Fund.

we are encouraged by wider developments across the sector.  at the world 
Humanitarian summit in May 2016, the un secretary-general called for the 
humanitarian community to invest in risk analysis and to act early.  Meanwhile, 
the red Cross-led forecast-based financing approach is gaining 
momentum and experience.  we are pleased to play a leading 
role in the transformation of humanitarian aid to be proactive 
and address emerging risks.
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Kenya
ANtICIpAtION Of ELECtION rELAtEd vIOLENCE
	17/07/17
	£286,065 
	respondIng agenCIes: 
 Consortium led by actionaid 
	reaCH: 

Mali 
ANtICIpAtION Of fLOOdINg
	05/10/16 
	£304, 331
	respondIng 
 agenCIes: 
 Crs, aCF, solidaritas 
	reaCH: 51,574 

PaKiStan 
ANtICIpAtION Of HEAtWAvE 
	18/04/17
	£80,000

niger
ANtICIpAtION Of fLOOdINg
	13/07/17
	£350,000

DoMiniCan rePubliC
ANtICIpAtION Of HurrICANE 
	06/09/17
	amount not specified 

Vanuatu
ANtICIpAtION Of vOLCANIC EruptION
	29/09/17
	£400,000
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	£198,023
	respondIng agenCIes: 
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 plan International, oxfam, Crs 
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the start Fund opened its Crisis anticipation 
window in november 2016. this made us the first 
global early action fund. we are now building 
systems and processes that enable our members 
to act before a crisis turns into a disaster. In this 
report, we set out the changes we have made so 
far, identify what we’ve learned during our first 
year and explain our plan to normalise and embed 
anticipation across the start network. these 
improvements to the start Fund have been made 
possible by the european union, who are supporting 
us to develop our crisis anticipation capacity. 
anticipation alerts continue to be funded through 
the pooled start Fund mechanism, meaning that all 
start Fund donors contribute to the implementation 
of early action through the start Fund. 

there is increasing evidence that acting early is 
more effective, in terms not only of costs saved but 
also of lives saved. our aim is that the systematic 
use of forecasts and hazard modelling, along 
with a rules-based decision-making system, will 
trigger earlier action. we believe that this will 
help to reduce the overall cost of humanitarian 
assistance. there will always be a need to respond 
to crises that are difficult or impossible to foresee, 
such as earthquakes or epidemic outbreaks. 
However, we intend to move towards triggering 
funds automatically whenever we are sufficiently 
confident in our predictions. 

Between October 2016 & November 2017, the Anticipation Window represented:

*Disaster Risk Reduction aims to reduce the damage caused by natural hazards like 
earthquakes, floods, droughts and cyclones, through an ethic of prevention (UNISDR)
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WorKing With PartnerS

to help us improve the quality of our anticipation work, we have been working with partners outside of the traditional humanitarian sector. the start team is brokering 
these partnerships, which will help us to access and translate forecasting information, and to develop and share our forecasting and decision-making capabilities. this then 
connects with decisions on how we allocate resources. 

while our experience working with organisations outside of the traditional humanitarian sector has improved our access to high quality forecasting information, it has also 
highlighted some challenges which we are working to address.

learning to speak the same language the high cost of risk informationoperating on different timelines

Humanitarians often need to make quick decisions, 
using the information to hand. Academics and 
scientists take longer to test theories. We are 
trying to find a balance between these two very 
different approaches and timescales. 

We have found that it is critical to establish 
expectations and to set up pre-agreed 
arrangements. for example, we are working with 
the International research Institute for Climate 
and Society (IrI) at Columbia university to design 
online ‘Maprooms’ which provide temperature and 
hydro-meteorological forecasts. these can answer 
typical questions asked by allocation and project 
selection committees, such as ‘how does the 
heavy rain forecasted in the next 14 days compare 
to previous years?’ We hope to improve these 
forecasts by tailoring them to the user. 

Humanitarians, academics and scientists 
understand and talk about risk differently. We also 
use different terminology when communicating 
hazard and risk information. this disconnect can 
undermine understanding. 

We have invested significant time since the start 
of the project to build a shared language and 
understanding of risk. this has meant spending 
time intentionally building networks and convening 
meetings that span diverse fields. We are learning 
from this experience to develop a glossary which 
will support mutual understanding.

Quality, bespoke forecasting information is 
expensive. Even trial partnerships with forecast 
information providers can incur high costs. this 
means it is critical that we access other sources of 
funding outside the traditional humanitarian sector. 

In October 2017, we were able to access funding 
through the Natural Environment research Council 
(NErC) to support collaborative work with dr 
Erica thompson from LSE’s Centre for the Analysis 
of time Series (CAtS). dr thompson’s work will 
improve our understanding of the reliability of 
forecasting data for various hazards and will help 
improve humanitarian decision-making using 
information based on probability. 

Collective action

One of the Start Fund principles is fast, collective action, allowing Start Network members to achieve things they 
might not be able to if operating alone. Identifying and mitigating risk is often best achieved by our members working 
together, sharing information and expertise. 

influenCing otherS

the start Fund’s anticipation window allows start network members to respond 
early to emerging risks. this makes the start Fund the world’s first global early 
action funding mechanism. the humanitarian sector has been calling for earlier 
action for decades, with these calls growing louder since the late response to the 
2011 famine in east africa. we know that this new approach will be challenging, so 
we are making the effort to openly share our experiences with others.
 
we are starting to see other funders move in the same direction, with the red 
Cross disaster relief emergency Fund and un Central emergency relief Fund 
both looking at how this works in practice. In turn, we took inspiration from the red 
Cross red Crescent Climate Centre for their innovative forecast-based-financing 
approach. we are investing in three areas that will improve the way humanitarians 
take anticipatory action: using reliable forecasts, building the evidence base and 
initiating a community that draw on the expertise of scientists and humanitarians 
both within and beyond the start network. 

an antiCiPation CoMMunity

we set up the Forecast-based warning, analysis and response network 
(Forewarn) in april 2016 to bring people working in the area of anticipation 
together with those working in forecast-based and risk-based financing. It includes 
scientists from many disciplines (such as hazard modelling and behavioural 
economics) as well as humanitarians (such as preparedness and food security 

advisors) working for start network members, the un and the red Cross and 
donors. the aim was to align the way that each of these communities look at critical 
issues and to provide practical recommendations for anticipatory start Fund alerts. 

Forewarn meets monthly to review and share best practice around topics such 
as context analysis, strategic foresight, weather forecasting, scenario-building, 
contingency planning, team forecasting and triggers for forecast-based financing. 

Forewarn gives advice to the start Fund on each anticipatory alert. It is also key 
to the way we learn from our activated alerts and from other risk financing pilots, 
giving us technical recommendations for improving the way projects are designed.
 
Forewarn was intentionally set up as a community-building initiative, enabling 
its members to exchange information and best practice. It has also created an 
opportunity for members to contribute to a collective public good, beyond their 
usual responsibilities. 

  
forewarn sessions over the past year include: 

• Context analysis & scenario-building; • auto-triggering alerts; 
• team forecasting;  • Communicating uncertainty; 
• weather forecasting;   • strategic foresight; 
• approaches to valuing early action
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crisis anticipation 
responding to signals of a looming 

crisis, alerts can be raised to 
minimise its impact

evaluation & learning
agencies report 15 days after project 
ends. all projects are peer-reviewed 
to identify actionable learning

alert
any member agency can 

raise an alert for a new crisis 
by submitting an alert note

implementation
projects begin implementation 
within 7 days and finish in  
45 days

allocation
an allocation decision is made 

on whether to activate the 
Fund and the amount

project selection
project proposals are chosen using 
peer-review by a local project se-
lection Committee where possible

Building anticipation capacity

During the first year of the Crisis Anticipation Window, we have focused on the partnerships, products and processes 
needed to successfully anticipate emergencies and mitigate risk. We are increasing the quality and supply of 
forecasting information available to Start Network members, while also increasing their capacity to interpret this 
information and apply it to programme design and adaptation. The resources and projects detailed below feed into 
various stages of the alert cycle.

alert  
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CAtHOLIC rELIEf SErvICES 
Mali, start Fund alert 117, anticipation 
of flooding. sand bags laid in 
preparation for flooding 
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2 alert

decision-making under uncertainty 

In partnership with the CruIsse network, which aims to bring 
together academics from a range of disciplines (mathematical, 

physical, psychological, social and other sciences), we are 
undertaking a project to better understand how allocation 

and project decisions are taken, with a specific focus on the 
conceptualisation and impact of uncertainty. we will use this 
analysis to revise our anticipation alert templates and to trial 

the delphi decision-making method on allocation decisions. we 
expect that this will reduce bias, improving the decision-making 

process and the outcomes of these decisions.

weather maprooms
In partnership with the International research Institute for Climate 
and society (IrI) we have invested in online ‘Maprooms’, which 
will be available from december 2017. these will show subseasonal 
forecasts (between two weeks and two months ahead) of rainfall 
and temperature globally. these will be available to all start network 
members through a digital platform, answering frequently asked 
questions such as ‘Is the forecast for the next two weeks in my 
country above or below normal?’ this will help members to forecast 
the potential impact of hydro-meteorological hazards and decide 
when and how to act. 

tropical storm impact forecasting
a collaboration between the start Fund and the smith Institute has 

generated an application that will model and map areas likely to 
be worst affected during hurricanes, using data from the national 
oceanic and atmospheric administration. this is currently in pilot 

stage and we aim to test it during future hurricane alerts and use it 
during alert development and project design.

3 allocation

secondary data analysis
Briefing notes from aCaps provide an impartial analysis 
to accompany alert notes during allocation decisions. In 
collaboration with the start team, aCaps has now adapted 
these notes for use in the anticipatory alert cycle. these adapted 
briefings bring together the available forecasting information to 
demonstrate the likelihood and expected impact of a forecasted 
crisis and the potential humanitarian consequences.

forewarn 

Forewarn members contribute their expertise to allocation 
decisions through online surveys, which seek to triangulate 
information presented in the alert note. this input has been well 
received by decision makers.

cutting through the noise
lse Cats is developing guidance for the start Fund allocation 

committee to help them to better understand weather 
forecasts and eliminate superfluous information. the aim is to 

reduce complexity and make it easier to reliably trigger action.

1 crisis anticipation

global seasonal risk calendar 
tthis calendar cross-references previous start Fund alerts with regionally-

specific seasonal risks. this gives us a systematic way to engage members in 
anticipatory work by connecting them to the latest forecasting information. In 
this way, we aim to encourage members to take advance action when cyclical 

risks tip out of ‘normal’ conditions. 

pre-alert guidance notes
these give start network members the information they need 
to develop a crisis anticipation alert note, as well as informing 
subsequent project design. the six guidance notes each cover a 
specific hazard: flooding, drought, disease outbreak, conflict and 
displacement, cyclone/tropical storm and heatwave. they provide 
guidance on sources and types of forecasting information, as 
well as indicators that can be used to monitor and understand 
evolving risks. relevant projects to address different anticipated 
crises are also suggested.  By seeking expert advice from 
members, un agencies and forecasting information providers, we 
have ensured that these guidance notes represent current best 
practice in the sector. they are living documents which will be 
updated to incorporate new information, including our learnings 
from activated alerts.

analysis for action (aa) grant
this grant provides up to £10,000 per crisis to carry out 
collaborative risk analysis aimed at informing allocation decisions 
and project design. we promote this grant to start network 
members who may lack the information or certainty to submit a 
crisis anticipation alert note. 

forecast-based financing for ngos 
a pilot project designed to address drought risk in Madagascar 

will adapt the forecast-based financing approach for ngos. the 
project, in partnership with welthungerhilfe, will bring together 

start network members within the country as well as national and 
local authorities, the red Cross and other stakeholders. this will 
allow them to collaborate around risk analysis and contingency 
planning. the process will also help us to pilot Forewarn – a 
structured space for stakeholders to share risk and forecasting 

information – on a national level.

training sessions on anticipation 
we have provided training sessions on anticipation for  

start network members, raising awareness of the overall goals  
of the anticipation window and how to access funding. we have 

reached at least 265 people through presentations in nine countries, 
as well as providing a global online presentation. a follow-up 

information pack for participants contains the slides in multiple 
languages, pre-alert guidance notes and overall guidance on how to 

access the start Fund.
forecast and risk information
the start team sources and distributes relevant forecast and risk  
information to members, including, for example, early warning information 
from our donors (such as dFId’s monthly Humanitarian early warning  
note), relevant IasC analyses and regional climate outlooks, and aCaps  
risk briefings. we aim to formalise this through a monthly risk bulletin for 
members, which is currently under development.

scaling up forecast-based early action 
the start network is playing a leading role in a dFId-funded project to be implemented in 2018, that will develop 

the evidence for scaling up forecast-based early action and will build a national-level engagement process to 
support this. the project brings together a steering committee (including dFId, the world Bank, usaId, the german 

Federal Foreign office and various un agencies) with operational partners such as the red Cross red Crescent 
Climate Centre, tetra tech and many start network members. this project will develop a national engagement 

plan that will help connect the demand for forecasting information (needed when making decisions on resource 
allocation) with the supply (through meteorological agencies, civil society organisations and local authorities). 

1

5 2 2
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6 evaluation & learning

learning log 

we have set up a qualitative learning log to capture reflections 
from start team members on each anticipatory alert. this informa-
tion helped us to tailor the alert cycle documents. we hold work-
shops bi-annually with start Fund and Monitoring and evaluation 
teams to review learning to date and identify any remedial action.

case studies
we have collected data for anticipatory alerts in kenya, tajikistan and 
timor-leste; key findings are included in the case studies in the appendices. 
In timor-leste the case study covered a representative survey of seed 
recipients, in three out of four intervention districts, which was carried out 
in collaboration between the start team and member agency staff.

alert cycle templates
we have adapted all our alert cycle templates for anticipatory 
alerts, including the alert note, proposal and reporting templates, 
alongside the member and Forewarn templates. this allows us 
to collect anticipation-specific data and ensures that the questions 
are suitable for forecasted crises.

member driven learning activities 

we have reserved 1% of the global start Fund Monitoring and 
evaluation budget for start network members to carry out ad-

ditional learning activities on start Fund projects. this was used to 
review anticipatory interventions in Mali and timor-leste.

theory-based impact assessment 

as part of our research into parametric insurance, the start team  
commissioned a methodology for the cost-benefit analysis of drought  

risk financing mechanisms. the report, developed by consultants from the  
overseas development Institute, elaborates on the tools for and approaches to a 
theory-based impact assessment of drought risk financing. It focuses on six key 
areas, which include quantifying the losses avoided through early action, along  

with cost effectiveness and timing. In 2018, we will focus on putting this  
knowledge into our operational work and applying it to additional hazards.

learning framework
the Crisis anticipation window draft learning framework has 

been presented to Forewarn and is currently being finalised; 
this builds on the existing start Fund learning framework which 
describes our data collection and analysis mechanisms. this will 
set out how we define and measure the success of anticipation 

projects, along with our evidence base and the opportunities and 
challenges involved in gathering this evidence.

spatial analysis using satellites 

In collaboration with satellite applications Catapult we are 
exploring the use of remote sensing for anticipatory project 

design and impact assessment. a retrospective case study 
looking at an anticipation of flooding alert in Mali will help us 

to understand how useful this approach might be.

feedback 
we have set up a survey for all agencies that submit 
anticipatory alert notes, asking them how they heard 
of the anticipation window, whether they used our 
information products, and inviting feedback on the 
alert process. 

4 project selection 

informing project selection
Information acquired during the allocation stage is provided  
to the project selection committee. For example, a condition  
of the analysis for action grant is that resulting risk analyses  
are considered during project selection committees.

supporting project selection committees 

the start team supports each project selection committee meet-
ing, providing a technical steer to decisions on project design 
and bringing in additional technical expertise where useful. For 
example, in the kenya anticipation of election Violence alert, a 
peacebuilding expert from a member agency was invited to present 
and answer questions on the geCarr report which had been  
commissioned through an analysis for action grant.

5 implementation

strengthening early warning systems
Members can access funding to improve their capacity for early 

action. For example, in timor-leste, oxfam invested in an  
analysis of early warning systems to identify what forecasting 

and early warning information was already available. they then 
made recommendations to improve the quality, availability  
and accessibility of risk information. If taken forward, these 

recommendations could make a huge difference to the early 
warning information available in timor-leste..

5

4

6

5

4

2
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Learning 

At the Start Network, we embrace the lessons to be learned from failure. One example 
is the first attempt to anticipate conflict and displacement, ahead of the presidential 
election in Burundi, May 2015

start network members were increasingly concerned about the likelihood of violence and displacement during the 
election. an alert was raised in advance of polling day but the start Fund was not activated. there were many reasons 
why not, but it was mainly because we did not have the processes in place for activating an alert in anticipation of a 
crisis. this caused concern over the level of uncertainty in doing so. we learned that we needed to minimise uncertainty 
where we can, using the best available forecasts to support decisions.

the progress we have made is perhaps best shown by the anticipatory response to predicted electoral violence in kenya. 
this time, our members acted early to trigger a collaborative analysis in nairobi. this fed into the design of projects that 
are making a real impact in a fast-changing situation. 

developed by world Vision, the geCarr methodology 
is a context analysis tool that provides a macro- 
level analysis of a country or region during or in 
anticipation of a crisis. the methodology was used 
ahead of both Burundi and kenya elections. the 
difference lay in timing. In kenya, the inter-agency 
analysis was completed weeks ahead of the election, 
enabling its recommendations to be incorporated into 

an activated anticipatory alert and project design.  
In Burundi, on the day the analysis was complete, 
violence unfortunately broke out. the opportunity to 
anticipate was missed.
 
we encourage early collaborative risk analysis using 
tools such as geCarr, through the analysis for action 
grant (see page 12).

gooD enough Context analySiS for raPiD reSPonSe

 
dOrCAS, KENyA  
start Fund alert 175, anticipation  
of election violence. distribution  
in anticipation of election violence
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creating incentives and providing 
technical support will encourage 

members to act early

We have learned that the fear of ‘acting in 
vain’ permeates the decision to develop an 
alert note as much as it does the decisions 
made by allocation and project selection 
committees. Agencies have also told us 
that anticipatory alert notes are perceived 
as more labour intensive than response 
alert notes. One agency described the 
process as ‘high effort, low reward’, 
potentially creating unwillingness to invest 
the effort even where forecasts are clear. 

If we continue to improve member 
agencies’ capacity for interpreting 
and applying forecasting information, 
alongside making improvements to our 
decision making processes, this will 
make it easier for members to complete 
anticipatory alert notes. We will continue 
to work on our understanding of the 
factors that might prevent anticipatory 
action, so that we can become more 
effective in addressing them.

training on anticipation will enable members  
to better address risk 

We have consistently invested in training Start Network members 
on different aspects of forecasting, through monthly fOrEWArN 
meetings, training in Kenya and London on the gECArr, and training at 
member offices in Europe and in the field. So far, the use of forecasting 
information in anticipatory alert notes and programming has been 
variable, with some agencies and regions sourcing and applying it more 
effectively than others. Another issue was that training conducted in 
London does not always appear to reach the country level. We aim to 
develop a more structured set of fOrEWArN activities at national level 
in 2018, and will integrate these factors into our planning.

1 2

by analysing risk collectively, we will enable  
new forms of anticipatory project

We have observed new types of programme following anticipatory 
alerts in Mali, Kenya and tajikistan. this has partly been through sharing 
risk analyses and partly through the flexible and ‘safe to fail’ nature of 
the funding. for example, in tajikistan gabion walls were tested for the 
first time with good results; this mitigation method has since been taken 
on by communities in the Zarafshan valley, some of whom intend to 
build further gabion walls with their own resources in spring 2018. 

3

robust evidence will convince the humanitarian  
sector of the value of acting early

We have been able to influence other key humanitarian funds, 
advising the uN’s Central Emergency response fund and IfrC’s 
disaster relief Emergency fund on the design of early action 
windows. In 2018, when there are more anticipatory responses to 
report on, we will present our findings so far in relation to ‘what 
works’ for anticipatory response.

4

When designing the Anticipation Window project, we acknowledged 
that there had already been significant investment into early warning 
systems and preparedness projects in some countries and did not 
seek to replicate these. We made an assumption that members would 
use the Start fund as a financing mechanism to fund projects when 
these existing early warning systems are triggered. However, alerts 
to date have not been triggered by early warning systems or through 
implementing contingency plans connected to these systems. In 2018, 
the Start team will aim to have more specific conversations with 
members about the systems they have in place and how the Start 
fund could support them.

5

there is sufficient investment in preparedness to  
enable anticipatory alerts 

Questioning our assumptions

Through monitoring and reflection, we aim to continually test and question the assumptions that have been made in 
the design of the Anticipation Window. Below are some reflections on our assumptions so far.

• Manage the start Fund’s  
Crisis anticipation window.

• provide financial incentives  
and ‘safe to fail’ opportunities 
to act early.

• enhance the supply and demand 
of risk and forecasting information 
across the start network.

• Foster partnerships with 
forecasting information providers.

• Convene a space for forecasters to 
work together with humanitarians.

• Consistently identify and  
apply learning from start  
Fund anticipation alerts.

• develop and communicate 
evidence that demonstrates  
the value of acting early.

activities

InCreasIng nuMBers oF 
suCCessFul antICIpatory 
alerts, InCorporatIng 
ForeCastIng InForMatIon & 
CollaBoratIVe rIsk analysIs.

results

humanitarian 
organisations 
will increasingly 
monitor risks and 
act on forecasts. 
this will help to 
mitigate harm 
and loss within 
communities 
affected by crisis.

assumptions impact

the combination of  
incentives and technical  

support proposed will reduce 
the risk aversion that  

currently prevents  
anticipatory response.

problem statement

the humanitarian system  
is currently reactive and  
risk averse; response is 

often late, at a high cost  
to communities.

Humanitarian agencies lack 
the capabilities needed 

for anticipation, including 
collaborative risk analysis, 

forecast-based project 
design and decision making 

under uncertainty.

the evidence base for 
early action is limited and 

approaches to learning 
around early action are 

fragmented.

agenCIes analyse tHeIr 
prograMMes usIng CoMMon 
appraIsal tools, drIVIng 
IMproVed prograMMIng 
& deVelopIng seCtor 
understandIng oF wHat does 
and does not work In CrIsIs 
antICIpatIon.

robust evidence of  
‘what works’ will convince  
the humanitarian sector  

of the value of anticipatory 
response.

If we train agencies to use 
forecasting information for 
programme development,  

they will more systematically 
use and respond to risk 

information during projects.

By sharing risk analyses 
between agencies, we 

will incentivise risk-taking 
and enable new forms of 

anticipatory project.

greater aVaIlaBIlIty oF 
ForeCastIng InForMatIon 
to support HuManItarIan 
deCIsIon-MakIng.

HuManItarIans Carry out 
CollaBoratIVe rIsk analysIs 
and InCorporate It, alongsIde 
ForeCastIng InForMatIon,  
Into projeCt desIgn.

theory of change
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Learning from aLerts  
the members choose not to fund

Niamey 

FUND
Lessons learned

 fLooding in niger

On 13 July 2017, Start Network members alerted the Start Fund to 
forecasted flooding in Niger. Decision makers knew that there was 
a high risk of flooding in the country, but opted against activating 
the alert. The forecast was for a narrow geographic area, which 
was felt to already have a relatively high NGO and UN presence. 
While they were aware that they could have expanded the scope 
of the alert to other areas, members did not have the information 
to recommend which areas would be appropriate. On 26 august, 
torrential rains arrived: these killed up to 44 people, destroyed 
hundreds of homes and forced thousands to seek refuge 
elsewhere. The capital city Niamey was worst affected, with 
blocked drainage canals a key cause of the damage, something 
that could have been addressed if the alert had been activated. 

Lesson Learned: 
The need to encourage decision makers to be confident 
in making recommendations to broaden or clarify alert 
notes where this could have an impact. in this case, project 
proposals could have filled the information gap through 
rationalising their choice of target areas.

stArtnetWork.org/start-fund | 21

Valérie BaTSelaere/OxFam
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Learning from crises  
that couLd have been anticipated

 mudsLide in sierra Leone

On 14 august 2017, a mudslide linked to flooding killed more than 
1,000 people in a town called regent in the outskirts of Freetown, 
Sierra leone. Back in July, when torrential rains suggested 
increased risk of flooding and landslides, the Start Team had 
begun work with Start Network members in Sierra leone. Sierra 
leone had seen 104 cm of rain since 1 July, which was three times 
more than expected during the rainy season according to the US 
National Weather Service’s Climate Prediction Center. Officials 
in Sierra leone had also warned against widespread unregulated 
construction on hillsides like those in regent. 
While the anticipation alert note was being drafted, the landslide 
took place and the Start Fund was activated for a response of 
£400,000. Uncertainty and coordination issues held up the 
drafting of this alert note, although experience showed the need 
to act quickly when we know a risk is escalating. 

Lesson Learned: 
a follow-up learning call with stakeholders in the country 
generated significant interest in contingency planning for 
future flooding and landslides, and the Start Team have 
offered an analysis for action grant to enable organisations 
to come together to analyse risk and plan for future 
anticipation.

Learning from aLerts  
the members choose not to fund 

 hurricane irma

On 30 august 2017, Hurricane irma developed near Cape Verde, 
eventually developing into a category 5 storm which caused 
catastrophic damage in the north-eastern Caribbean and Florida 
Keys. Despite uncertainty about where the hurricane would make 
landfall, Start Network members in the Dominican republic raised 
an anticipation alert based on available forecasts. This was a 
complex and difficult allocation decision, and decision makers 
eventually determined that it was too late to mitigate harm and 
loss and that other funds would quickly become available. 

Lesson Learned: 
although the fund was not activated, this alert represented a 
significant step forward for members in the area. Previously, 
the earliest they had raised an alert was nine days after a 
storm making landfall. This is a sign that the Start Network is 
moving in the right direction.

FreeTOWN 

Care iNTerNaTiONalJim mUlHaUPT, Hurricane Irma
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Crisis anticipation: what next?

2017 was a foundational year in the development of crisis anticipation, with the promise of an earlier, preventative 
form of humanitarian action. We have started to bring new capability into the alert cycle, underpinned by emergent 
technology. Looking beyond the Start Network, we are encouraged by plans to adopt anticipation as the new business-
as-usual across the sector and the progress that has already been made. We look forward to deeper collaboration with 
our peers, continuing to embed this capability across the humanitarian system in 2018.

we expect 2018 to be a landmark year within the start network and for crisis 
anticipation. Members have agreed a bold new vision for the start network, 
with localisation, risk financing and collective innovation as the key elements 
for delivering a new humanitarian economy. our membership will grow and 
diversify, and we will begin to develop local-led, self-governed hubs in key areas. 

our ViSion for 2018 anD beyonD

our ambition is for a significant increase in the number and quality of 
anticipatory interventions, alongside the development of national Forewarn 
groups which will establish the anticipation approach in their own countries.

a national approach to forewarn groups will bring together national 
humanitarian organisations and forecasting information providers to work 
on analysis of their local context, scenario-based contingency planning and 
anticipatory programme design. they will share risk data and together will 
develop triggers for action, linking these to pre-agreed financing where possible. 
we will aim to harmonise the work of these groups with action by governments, 

the un, the red Cross and ngos around crisis risk monitoring and management. 
we are already seeing demand for this concept in several countries, and plan to 
begin pilot projects in Bangladesh and Madagascar in 2018. 

within the start fund, we hope to see more anticipatory alerts in 2018. this will 
grow our experience of using forecasting information in humanitarian decision 
making and project design, and in collaborative risk analysis. this experience will 
help us to analyse the value of early action and to grow our evidence base. we 
will develop our understanding of the factors that influence the likelihood – and 
impact – of taking anticipatory action. along with insights from our forecasting 
information partners, this will generate valuable learning that can be applied 
within the alert cycle and shared across the wider humanitarian sector. 

nationally, Forewarn groups will develop the structures and processes 
needed for reliable anticipatory action; at the global level our experimentation 
and innovation will bring new capability to the wider sector. Combined, we 
hope these strategies will result in a step change for crisis anticipation. we look 
forward to continuing the journey in 2018.

DOn’t Wait
nticipate
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SuMMary

kenya: 
alert 175 JuLy 27 - NOvEMBEr 3. 2017

reSPonSe

CriSiS SuMMary

In August 2017, a highly contentious 
presidential election was held in Kenya. An 
Inter-Agency Good Enough Context Analysis 
for Rapid Response (GECARR) conducted an 
analysis of three potential reaction scenarios 
from the public to the Kenyan presidential 
election. This included potential hotspots of 
tension or violence, with one likely scenario 
including a terrorist attack targeting the 
electoral process. If that scenario were to 
happen, it could have affected 409,000 people 
directly, and potentially throw the country 
into chaos.

reSPonSe SuMMary

A consortium of agencies, including Action 
Against Hunger, Action Aid, ACTED, Christian 
Aid, Dorcas International, Norwegian Relief 
Council, World Vision, and Trocaire, responded 
through peacekeeping trainings of local leaders, 
various campaigns about maintaining peace 
during the weeks leading up to the election via 
peace caravans, radio, social media and texting 
campaigns. Further, the consortium continued 
assisting already vulnerable communities due to 
the ongoing drought with humanitarian assistance 
such as food and dignity kits. Various leaders 
within local communities, such as religious leaders, 
inspector general of police and local tribe leaders, 
were trained in peacekeeping measures if tensions 
were to rise to violence in their communities. Given 
the recall election on 26 October, these activities 
were granted extensions until the second election 
concluded. Thankfully, many of the anticipated 
violence scenarios did not occur and many 
potential activities that were prepared for did not 
need to be implemented.

aCtiVation 
tiMe

6 days 23 hrs

funDS 
SPent

224,317

PeoPle 
reaCheD

PlanneD
reaCh

eStiMateD no 
of affeCteD 
inDiViDualS

11,011 31,350 409,000

ANtICIpAtION Of 
ELECtION BASEd vIOLENCE

Data source: ACAPS briefing, GHA funding overview, Agency report forms, 
Start Fund learning exchange.
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Rapid macro analyses can provide the Start Fund with 
accurate forecasting information. One of the scenarios 
that the Kenya 2017 GECARR highlighted ended up 
materialising. This meant that Start members in Kenya 
were more prepared to deal with this scenario.

Project timelines should remain flexible to reflect 
changing contexts on the ground. The projects funded 
through the anticipation window were extended so that 
they could run up to the second presidential election 
which took place on 26 October 2017.

Start Members in Kenya should be trained on risk analyses 
so that they can be seconded to run these analyses in the 
future. A Start Fund training on GECARR will be held 
on 22 November 2017 in Nairobi for Start Members to be 
trained in GECARR.

Integration of projects – Some communities during project 
implementation combined the peace keeping efforts 
with the relief response, exchanging food and NFIs with 
neighbouring communities as a sign of friendship and 
reconciliation from past confrontations and conflicts. This 
space was used to discuss past grievances and how to move 
forward. This was highly effective in achieving both goals of 
peace and reaching those needing humanitarian assistance

Expand peace discussions – projects implemented 
included various local leaders, but left out political 
representation from the two major political parties ( Jubilee 
Party and NASA), private security firms monitoring local 
communities and representation in the private sector. 
Expanding these peace discussions moving forward to more 
leaders would develop a stronger strategy to mitigate local 
tensions that could lead to violence

leSSonS learneD

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆ FOREWARN survey results, GECARR 
scenarios and recommendations (334 

people participated in the GECARR through 
focus group discussions and key informant 

interviews across 7 counties in Kenya),
· ◆ Data from UNOCHA and the Election 

Coordination Hubs,
◆Information from the Government of 

Kenya Contingency Plan.

What foreCaSt 
inforMation 

WaS uSeD: 

auguSt 8
kenyans vote 
in presidential 
election with 
kenyatta and 
odinga the main 
challengers

auguSt 11
election 
commission says 
kenyatta wins 
election; odinga 
disputes the 
results as protests 
break out

auguSt 19
opposition files 
petition with 
supreme Court

sep

apr

aug

june

SePteMber 12-30
kenya Humanitarian 
partnership team 
conducts a risk 
assessment on the 
2017 elections the 
report identifies high 
risk counties.

Inter-agency conflict 
analysis takes place, 
predicting three potential 
scenarios. one scenario, 
related to the incumbent 
being announced as an 
election candidate, unfolds 
immediately after analysis.

in burunDi in 2015, a gecarr context 
analysis was conducted, which focused 
on potential escalating violence linked to 
the president declaring a third term. the 
findings from this were submitted to the 
start network as violence began to rapidly 
escalate in burundi. the analysis was too 
late for raising an anticipation alert so the 
opportunity was missed.
 
in Kenya in 2017, the gecarr analysis 
and anticipation alert were completed 
and activated before the peak period of 
violence. this allowed members to focus on 
mitigating potential harm and loss.

May 5 
alert note for election 
violence is submitted to 
the start Fund, triggered 
by the findings of the 
context analysis. the alert 
is supplemented with 
information from a unoCHa 
contingency plan.

May 6 
the start Fund 
votes in favour of 
allocating funds to 
Burundi.

May 26 
First round of 
presidential 
elections.

july 5-14 
an inter-agency 
risk analysis 
is conducted 
which utilised 
a Forewarn 
inter-agency risk 
analysis tool

july 17
the anticipation 
alert was submitted. 
Members anticipated 
peak violence and 
unrest relating to the 
elections between 
july 5-30

SePteMber 1
kenya supreme 
Court nullifies 
elections. second 
elections are 
scheduled for 60 
days. start members 
extend anticipatory 
projects for another 
60 days.

july

may

 2016 -2017

 2015

novoctsept

july

FUND

69% 31%
malefemale

reaCh total adjusted reach 
by age and sex

total adjusted 
reach by sex 

15%
8%

under 18

48% 21%

18 - 50

6% 3%

over 50

exPenDiture

26% other*

4% nutrition

4% education

4% wash

4% camp
         management

management 20%  
                       & staffing

shelter 11%  
protection 11%  

transport 9% 
                            & logistics

1% monitoring 
       & evaluation

food security 6% 
   & livelihoods

support costsinputs

monitoring & evaluation

actionaid-led 
consortium
garissa, Mandera, 
Isiolo, Meru, Marsabit, 
nakuru, Baringo 
County

kenya

*other includes advocacy meetings, media, kenya 
interagency rapid assessment, interfaith dialogue,
community preparedness, food vouchers, community hotline, 
partner preparedness, & an sms platform.

tiMing leSSonS

CoMParing the tiMing of antiCiPation anD reSPonSe alertS

Kenya anticipation of election based violence

burunDi election violence 2015

alert july 17 

alert May 5 

➜

➜

alloCation july 18 

alloCation May 6 

ProjeCt SeleCtion july 24 

ProjeCt SeleCtion May 8

aWarD to enD of ProjeCt iMPleMentation 
july 25 - noVeMber 3

PeaK of eMergenCy

PeaK of eMergenCy

➜

➜

aWarD to enD of 
ProjeCt iMPleMentation 
May 8 - july 7

Appendix 1
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SuMMary reSPonSe

CriSiS SuMMary
Tajikistan is considered one of the 
most vulnerable countries to the 
impact of climate change in Central 
Asia, with the central Rasht Valley 
region being one of three regions 
in the country at highest risk. From 
December 2016 until March 2017, the 
Rasht Valley saw over four metres 
worth of snowfall, the highest it 
had been in over a decade, with 
substantially lower averages in 
temperatures. This harsh winter 
was followed by an exceptionally hot 
summer, with the first week of July 
reaching 45-degree Celsius averages. 
This sequence of weather patterns 
created the potential for mudslides and 
flooding due to a substantial amount 
of snow melting in the mountains 
surrounding the Rasht Valley.

reSPonSe SuMMary

The three responding agencies, ACTED, Mercy Corps and 
Welthungerhilfe, focused their individual projects on two main 
focal points – building infrastructure to alleviate the severity of 
flooding and educating the public in the Rasht Valley on how to 
respond in the event of a mudslide or flood. All three organisations 
remarked how communities they worked with were collaborative 
in building the drainage systems, participating in the training 
activities and expanding these practices to other communities that 
did not participate in these specific projects. Although the flooding 
and mudslides were not as severe as anticipated, these preparations 
were impactful for the communities who are expected to face 
similar crises in future summer seasons.

aCtiVation 
tiMe

6 days 21 hours

funDS 
SPent

145,704

PeoPle 
reaCheD

PlanneD
reaCh

eStiMateD # 
of at -riSK 

inDiViDualS

26,864 21,565 65,000

tajikistan: 
alert 173 JuLy 18 - AuguSt 31. 2017

ANtICIpAtION  
Of fLOOdINg  
& LANdSLIdES

58% 42%
malefemale

reaCh total adjusted reach 
by age and sex

total adjusted 
reach by sex 

21% 9%8% 8%

under 18 18 - 50 over 50

gabion in guzn village ©acted 

Data source: ACAPS briefing, Agency report forms, Start Fund 
learning exchange.

support costsinputs

monitoring & evaluation

other includes: froM MerCy CorPS: 
1) grab bag of materials for emergency relief; 
2) mitigation activity; 
3) household mitigation tool distribution; 
4) action/contingency/evacuation planning; 
5) climate change trainings; 
6) how to react to disasters trainings; 
7) evacuation/simulation exercises 
froM aCteD: 4 sets of early warning systems 
and embankment constructions

acted
kuhistoni Mastchoh, 
ayni mercy corps

rasht

welthungerhilfe
Zeravshan-2

28% 25%

The Tajikistan response achieved some excellent results in 
terms of improving community capacity to plan, prepare 
for and mitigate the impact of emergencies. Despite this, 
improvements could have been made on the timing of 
this project. Communities reported that most floods and 
landslides occur in April and May, so there may have been 
more immediate impact had activities been implemented 
in March.

The short window for proposal development hindered 
targeting on one project funded in this alert; certain sites 
were chosen due to their general propensity to flood 
though they were not positioned near glaciers. As such, 
their selection did not correspond with the logic of the 
overall alert. Project staff suggested that these targeting 
would have improved if more time was available for project 
design.

While the Start Network aims to incentivise sharing 
learning and good practice, more could have been done 
in terms of facilitating members to share their mitigation 
techniques in this response. Increased technical 
oversight or peer review of project proposals and better 
communication between relevant staff in country would 
both have helped here.

The level of mitigation required to adequately address scale 
and extent of damage caused by glacial-lake overflows in 
certain villages would not have been cost-effective. This 
reaffirmed the need to invest in early-warning in these 
communities, enabling evacuation and removing portable 
assets and critical documents. Successful pilots have been 
implemented which could be scaled.

Weather data collection – agencies noted that the 
government only releases meteorological information to 
organisations with a memorandum of understanding, a 
lengthy process that can take 2-3 months. This has to be 
taken into account for any future climate related crises.

leSSonS learneD

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

july 2
unusually high temperatures of 
43 degrees plus were reported 
by the tajikistan Committee on 
emergency situations and Civil 

protection, raising concerns that 
rapid melting could cause flash 

flooding and landslides in remote 
valleys across tajikistan

dec aprmar augjunmay jul

2016 - 2017

DeCeMber 2016  
- MarCh 2017
record winter precipitation 
levels cause avalanches, road 
blockages and structural 
damage in some of tajikistans 
most vulnerable and hard to 
reach communities

january/february 2017
temperatures dip as low as -12 
degrees Celsius in the rasht Valley 
(one start Intervention area) and 
precipitation is experienced on up 
to 70% of days

jan feb

tajikistan

FUND

3% monitoring & evaluation

aCtiVitieS

48% other*

management 19%  
                        & staffing

4% transport & logistics

shelter 18%  
  

4% protection

4% education

◆ World Bank Climate Investment Fund, 
Tajikistan country information

◆ District level meteorology Stations 
within Tajikistan

◆ Weather Online, for analysis of number 
of days which experiences precipitation 

during Winter 2016-17
◆  Verbal reports from District Level 

Community on Emergency  
Situations staff

What foreCaSt 
inforMation WaS uSeD: 

tiMing leSSonS

➜

➜

aWarD to enD 
of ProjeCt 
iMPleMentation 
july 18 - auguSt 31

alert july 10 

alloCation july 11 

ProjeCt SeleCtion july 17

sep

tajiKiStan anticipation of flooding and landslides

Appendix 2

PeaK of eMergenCy

gabion walls, constructed 
through acted’s work in the 
Zeravshan valley, tajikistan
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SuMMary reSPonSe

CriSiS SuMMary

Since the end of 2015 Timor-Leste has been 
experiencing a severe drought, due in part to the El 
Niño phenomenon. The rainy season, which took place 
between November 2016 and May 2017 was lacking 
and erratic which maintained drought conditions. At 
the time of the alert many communities were facing 
malnutrition due to crop and livestock loss from 
the 2015/16 El Niño drought and were practicing 
negative coping strategies such as skipping meals and 
consuming seed, thereby reducing their productive 
assets ahead of the next planting season. The crisis 
was expected to be compounded by an insufficient 
government response due to parliamentary elections 
and the slow establishment of a new government.

reSPonSe SuMMary

In anticipation of this drought, Care International distributed 
locally appropriate vegetable and rice seeds in addition 
to conducting information sharing and gender awareness 
sessions. Catholic Relief Services distributed seed and rice 
vouchers and trained volunteers to conduct training on 
climate resilient seed vegetable cultivation, planting and 
saving. World Vision also distributed vegetable seed packets 
and rice. Plan Inaternational distributed maize and vegetable 
seeds in addition to repairing a water system, designed with 
community participation, which was subsequently handed 
over to a local water management committee. All agencies 
conducted key disaster risk reduction (DRR) messaging and 
distributed the same DRR posters, which were developed 
in close partnership with development stakeholders and 
government, which therefore aligned their DRR sessions 
during seed distributions. Oxfam contracted consultants 
from the firm Sustainable Solutions to conduct workshops 
attended by six partner organisations and representatives 
from the Ministry of Agriculture. These workshops led to 
a consolidated list of mitigation activities that had been 
implemented by Start members over the past two years, a 
revision of annual partner plans to incorporate activities from 
this list that align with Ministry priorities and agreement 
about prioritised activities if the drought continues. 
The consultants also undertook a literature review and 
interviewed key informants to understand the current context 
of data collection and collation that could contribute to an 
early warning system.

aCtiVation 
tiMe

8 days

funDS 
SPent

184,696

PeoPle 
reaCheD

PlanneD
reaCh

eStiMateD # 
of affeCteD 
inDiViDualS

37,236 42,549 120,000

timor-leste: 
alert 158 MAy 11 - JuNE 25. 2017

ANtICIpAtION 
Of drOugHt

50% 50%
malefemale

reaCh total adjusted reach 
by age and sex

total adjusted 
reach by sex 

11% 11%

under 18 18 - 50

5% 5%

over 50

seed and rice distribution © world vision

Data source: ACAPS briefing, Agency report forms, Start Fund learning exchange.

support costsinputs

monitoring & evaluation

aCtiVitieS

56% food security & livelihoods

management 21%  
                         & staffing

3% monitoring & evaluation

2% wash

other 10%  

8% transport
         & logistics

*other is accounted for by information, education & 
communication messaging and consultancy fees for 
a partner reflection workshop, consultations with 
stakeholders and analysis of early warning system 
data and indicators.

catholic relief 
services
Bacau, Viqueque, 
lautem

world vision
Bacau

oxfam
díli, oecussi-ambeno, 
Cova-lima

plan 
international
lautem

care 
international
Viqueque

34% 34%

In one district where the response took place, the seeds became 
infested with weevils and were destroyed. This was not identified until 
the survey took place, three months after the distribution. This was 
a significant failure in quality assurance mechanisms, which limited 
the impact of the project and eroded trust with communities. This 
reaffirmed the need for robust quality assurance mechanisms within 
the Start Fund and implementing member agencies.

The alert note and logic of the intervention was predicated on the 
arrival of a second wet season, which is only experienced in one of 
the four intervention areas, where there is a distinct microclimate. 
Two agencies accounted for this and distributed food instead of 
staple seeds, while one organisation distributed maize for planting 
in the wrong season. This was not picked up in the project selection 
committee, suggesting that it did not provide the critical oversight 
function it is designed to fulfill. The Start Team aim to develop a cadre 
of early warning and anticipation experts to support anticipatory 
project design; this learning provides further support for this, which 
also received positive feedback in country.

The survey results showed that communities face a wide range 
of issues which affect their yield and this varies significantly even 
between neighbouring districts, for example lack of water, pests, poor 
soil quality. Key learning for members in Timor-Leste was to seek 
to better understand and address these multiple risks if considering 
future seed distributions.

World Vision noted that an improvement to the project would have 
been locating local rice for distribution. While this would not change 
the effect on the population receiving the product, using local rice 
would help provide further input into the surrounding economy.

Plan International stated that the mainstreaming of DRR activities 
and awareness raising is key for these types of crisis, given that they 
are part of wider cyclical patterns that continuously erode coping 
capacities and resilience.

All agencies noted that quality control mechanisms are essential to 
ensure the effectiveness of seed distributions as well as scheduling 
them for the onset of the rains. It was also noted that factors required 
for seeds to grow successfully should be considered, e.g. the 
availability of water, seed storage, pesticide, appropriateness of the 
seeds for the soil type and the agricultural expertise required to grow 
the distributed seeds.

leSSonS learneD

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

UNOCHA Weekly Regional 
Humanitarian snapshot  

(28 March – 03 April 2017)

What foreCaSt 
inforMation 

WaS uSeD: 

aPril 2016
el niño response 
begins, six months 
after the first sign 
that rains would 
be inadequate

noVeMber 2016
onset of rains is 
inadequate for 
the second year 
running

MarCh 28
a new forecast 
is released by 
unoCHa predicting 
70% likelihood of a 
second el niño.

May 2
start Fund is 
alerted on the 
basis forecast, 
six months 
before the annual 
rains which 
the forecasted 
drought would 
have impacted.

june 
anticipatory project 
activities begin, six 
months ahead of 
onset of rains.

2015 apr may juljunmarnov may

2016 - 2017

autuMn 2015 
severe el nino 
conditions begin 
to manifest in 
timor-leste. 
start network 
members 
describe annual 
november–april 
rains as reduced 
and delayed.

MarCh 2016 
emergency 
assessment 
shows that up to 
120,000 people 
were affected by 
drought as a result 
of el niño

mar

FUND

timor-leste

tiMing leSSonS

➜

➜

aWarD to enD 
of ProjeCt 
iMPleMentation 
May 11 - june 25

alert May 2 

alloCation May3

ProjeCt SeleCtion May 10

tiMor-leSte anticipation of drought

Appendix 3
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SuMMary reSPonSe tiMing leSSonS

CriSiS SuMMary

In July 2016, heavy and above-average rainfall brought 
flooding along the Niger River and affected up to 15,000 
people across Mali. The weather forecast for the latter half of 
the year suggested that heavy rainfall would persist and cause 
the Niger to overflow and exacerbate the flooding crisis. Based 
on experiences of floods from 2012 and 2013 which had less 
severe predictions, up to 30,000 people were expected to be 
affected, including in the capital city Bamako.

reSPonSe SuMMary

Catholic Relief Services and Action Against Hunger 
collaborated to mitigate the impact of impending flooding 
for vulnerable along the Niger River by working with local 
authorities to create or reinforce the capacity of Early 
Warning Groups (EWGs). After creating and installing flood 
posts, trained EWGs then educated communities on how to 
read them to determine when flooding evacuation would be 
necessary. Both agencies conducted activities to promote 
hygiene and sanitation awareness to prevent water-borne 
disease through posters and local radio and conducted shelter 
protection demonstrations, first aid trainings and advised 
families on preparing evacuation kits. In addition to carrying 
out cash for work activities such as clearing canals to allow 
the evacuation of floodwaters and dyke-building aimed at 
reducing communal risk of extreme flooding in targeted 
villages. Catholic Relief Services also distributed cowpea 
seeds to reduce anticipated crop loss. Norwegian Refugee 
Council aimed to mitigate flood risks by strengthening its 
existing partners via legal structures and supervising watch 
committees who directed and implemented community-
selected activities such as building belt dykes and diversion 
dams. Solidarités International carried out cash for work 
activities to mitigate the impact of the flooding by clearing 
a water diversion channel and by providing emergency 
response kits with tarpaulins to targeted households to 
prevent water-related diseases and sanitation and hygiene 
issues. In addition to awareness raising activities through the 
local radio, and community sensitisation.

aCtiVation 
tiMe

11 days

funDS 
SPent

304,331

PeoPle 
reaCheD

PlanneD
reaCh

eStiMateD 
no of at-riSK 
inDiViDualS

51,574 54,842 30,000

mali: 
alert 117 OCtOBEr 18 - dECEMBEr 2. 2016

ANtICIpAtION 
Of fLOOdINg

50% 50%
malefemale

reaCh total adjusted reach 
by age and sex

total adjusted 
reach by sex 

24% 25%

under 18 18 - 50

4% 4%

over 50

mali

local radio, and community sensitisation.

sandbag flood protection for water well © crs

Data source: ACAPS briefing, Agency report forms, Start Fund learning exchange. 

alert 
oCtober 6 

alloCation 
oCtober 10

aWarD to enD of 
ProjeCt iMPleMentation 
oCtober 18 - DeCeMber 2

inputs

exPenDiture

40% wash

food security 21%
 & livelihoods                         

2% shelter

2% monitoring & evaluation

management 19%  
      & staffing

8% logistics 
        & transport

7% other

support costsinputs

monitoring & evaluation

*other’ is accounted for by includes first aid trainings, 
early warning group trainings, procurement of flooding 
alert posts and the fees for broadcasting radio messages.

26%

Technical support from 
FOREWARN- and additional 

contextual information from a Mali 
GECARR context analysis supported 

by the Forewarn community, 
forecasting data from OPIDIN and 

FEWS NET, and data from rapid 
NGO assessments.

What foreCaSt 
inforMation  

WaS uSeD: 

SePteMber 27
opIdIn predicts 
peak flooding 
in november in 
MoPti and the 
end of december 
in tiMbuKtu

oCtober 5
Crs submits an 
anticipation alert, 
a month before 
peak flooding 
was forecast

oCtober 18
start members 
began project 
implementation

CoMParing the tiMing of antiCiPation anD reSPonSe alertS

sep jannovoct dec

2016 - 2017

 Flooding in 
Mali caused 
13 DeathS

Crs conducts a
rapid vulnerability 
assessment

aug

 flooDing PreDiCteD

alert 
july 25
alert note 
submitted

Start 
reSPonSe 
PerioD 
july 29 - 
SePteMber 12

auguSt 2
assistance first reaches 
population through start 
funded projects

alert 099 burKina faso flooding

Mali anticipation of flooding

jul sep oct

2016

july 19-20 
heavy rains 
reported across 
Burkina Faso, 
including 
ouagadugou, po 
and Markoye

july 19
peak crisis period 
(according to the 

alert note)

aug

FUND

malimalimalimali

21%21%21%21%

catholic relief 
services/action 
against hunger
timbuktu, koulikoro 
region, segou, Mopti

norwegian 
refugee council
timbuktu, gourma 
rharous

solidarites 
international
timbuktu

17%

Learning from previous flooding anticipatory alerts is important in 
order to improve the quality of our alerts. Learning from previous 
anticipatory flooding alerts in Sri Lanka and Zambia was utilised 
incorporated into the decision-making process and during project 
design.

The anticipation window shouldn’t support ongoing preparedness 
work. The allocation amount was lowered as decision-makers 
noted that funding shouldn’t be used to fund ongoing preparedness 
programmes but should focus on spikes of risk.

Experimentation with anticipatory project activities is key as this 
work is still relatively new for many agencies. For the first time, Start 
members in Mali were able to experiment with activities that could 
improve the overall flood response beyond a 45 day window. Such as?

Cash-for-work can mitigate the impacts of flooding. Both staff 
and beneficiaries in Mali agreed that cash-for-work infrastructure 
activities had the greatest impact in mitigating the impact of flooding. 
Cash-for-work activities should be designed as quickly as possible in 
order to avoid delays in implementation.

Additional training and resources for Start members on the Crisis 
Anticipation Window are important to support this area of work as 
it’s still relatively new for the Start Fund. Members noted that Crisis 
Anticipation Window training and resources should be available in 
French.

ACF noted the importance of connecting Early Warning structures 
at the local level upwards as a framework is necessary to continue 
efficient flooding mitigation and response.

Solidarités International stated that community involvement was 
essential for the successful implementation of activities and the 
achievement of project objectives. It not only maximised the impact 
of the project but also promoted better acceptance within the 
communities.

Norwegian Refugee Council noted the importance of involving 
humanitarian focal points in the implementation of cash-for-work 
activities to ensure transparency and accountability.

leSSonS learneD

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

PeaK of eMergenCy

PeaK of eMergenCy

jannov dec

➜

➜

➜

➜

jul
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SUMMARY

UGANDA: 
ALERT 96 JULY 22 - SEPTEMBER 5. 2016

COVERAGE

CRISIS SUMMARY

In July 2016 over 5,000 South Sudanese refugees arrived 
in Uganda mostly in the Adjumani, Arua, and Kiryandongo 
Districts. The South Sudanese government initially tried to 
block people from exiting the country, which led to a build-up 
of up to 20,000 people on the South Sudan side of the border. 
However, as of 19th July restrictions eased. The influx of 
South Sudanese displaced people to Uganda was expected 
to increase as people continued to flee due to rising tensions 
and fear of further conflict. Humanitarian needs across all 
sectors for refugees arriving in to Uganda were expected to 
grow as facilities become overwhelmed. At the time of the 
alert it was expected that if the ceasefire broke down and 
heavy fighting resumed, up to 100,000 refugees could be 
expected to arrive, many of them children. Tens of thousands
were expected within the first month alone.

RESPONSE SUMMARY

Following interagency assessments, Save the Children 
identified vulnerable children and provided essential 
non-food items and subsequently enrolled children in child 
friendly spaces to address psycho-social distress as well 
as recruiting case workers to bolster the child protection 
needs in newly established settlements. Oxfam in 
conjunction with local partner Community Empowerment 
for Rural Development (CEFORD) met WASH needs 
by providing access to safe water, latrine construction 
support and conducting hygiene promotion and protection 
activities. Oxfam also provided hygiene and tool kits as well 
as capacity building of water and protection committees. 
Action Against Hunger responded to health and nutrition 
needs through early case identification, referral and follow 
up through trained volunteers and health workers and 
managed acute malnutrition and common childhood 
illnesses by establishing outpatient therapeutic feeding 
centres and supplementary feeding centres (SFP). Action 
Against Hunger also provided spaces for breastfeeding 
as well as counselling and sensitisation for mothers and 
established a nutrition surveillance system. Norwegian 
Refugee Council respond to through distribution of hygiene 
and core relief items to the most vulnerable households 
and conducting good hygiene awarenessand sensitisation 
sessions, aimed to prevent epidemic outbreaks and in the 
restoration of dignity for women.

ACTIVATION 
TIME

72 hours

FUNDS 
SPENT

219,999

PEOPLE 
REACHED

PLANNED
REACH

ESTIMATED NO 
OF AFFECTED 
INDIVIDUALS

58,072 30,337 25,000

INPUTS

ANTICIPATION  
OF REFUGEES

64% 36%
MALEFEMALE

REACH

EXPENDITURE

39% WASH

PROTECTION 20%  
                      

3% HEALTH

MANAGEMENT 16%  
      & STAFFING

6% LOGISTICS  
         & TRANSPORT

16% NUTRITION

SUPPORT COSTSINPUTS

SAVE THE CHILDREN
Adjumani District, 
Arua District, 
Kiryandongo District

NORWEGIAN 
REFUGEE COUNCIL
Adjumani District, 
Arua District, 

ACTION AGAINST 
HUNGER
Adjumani District, 
Kiryandongo District

OXFAM
Arua District, 
Yumbe

UGANDA

TOTAL ADJUSTED REACH 
BY AGE AND SEX

TOTAL ADJUSTED 
REACH BY SEX 

32% 21%

UNDER 18 18 - 50

4%

OVER 50

ALERT 
JULY 19 

ALLOCATION 
JULY 20

PROJECT
SELECTION 
JULY 22

AWARD TO END OF 
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
JULY 22 - SEPTEMBER 5

TIMELY RESPONSE 

DAY  
1

DAY  
2

DAY  
4

48
DAYS  

Data source: ACAPS briefing, GHA funding overview, Agency report forms, Start Fund learning exchange,
For additional information, contact the Start Fund MEAL team at Ian.Simcox-Heath@worldvision.org.uk

NRC noted that teaming up with community leaders 
during the distribution exercise was helpful in the 
mobilization of the beneficiaries, identifying the rightful 
beneficiaries and keeping order at the distribution site

Action Against Hunger stated that coordination and 
collaboration among different actors enables them to 
make efficient use of available resources. During the 
project, while many actors faced resource constraints, 
they could ensure effective and efficient service delivery 
by pooling resources to ensure key gaps were addressed

LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE RESPONSE

◆

◆

FUND

2016

For an overview of the Start Fund please see this induction pack. To learn about crisis anticipation please read this guidance.

21% 11% 11%

   

SUMMARY

PAKISTAN: 
ALERT 83 MAY 6 - JUNE 20. 2016

COVERAGE

CRISIS SUMMARY

At the time of the alert the Pakistan 
Meteorological Department had forecasted 
an intense heatwave from the first week 
of May 2016 in Karachi and other parts 
of Sindh province. The temperature had 
reached 38 degrees Celsius in Karachi in 
April and was predicted to rise as high 
as 50 degrees Celsius in the ensuing 
weeks with little chance of rain. This type 
of heatwave is a recent climate change 
induced phenomenon that has hazardous 
impacts on the lives of poor and vulnerable 
communities in Southern Pakistan, a 
heatwave the previous year caused the 
death of approximately 2,000 people.

RESPONSE SUMMARY

Action Against Hunger, Community 
World Service, Muslim Aid and Oxfam 
with its implementing partner HANDS 
supported the most underserved in four 
selected districts across Sindh Province 
by establishing heat wave points / camps, 
which were provided with heat wave 
emergency kits to provide essential first 
aid.
In addition, 96 volunteers were trained 
to conduct community awareness 
sessions as well as distribute information, 
education and community materials 
containing messaging on heat wave 
management. Posters and banners were 
also produced to raise awareness and 
a national radio campaign detailing 
heatstroke prevention, symptoms and 
treatment in Urdu and Sindhi.

ACTIVATION 
TIME

6 days

FUNDS 
SPENT

40,000

PEOPLE 
REACHED

PLANNED
REACH

ESTIMATED 
AT-RISK

POPULATION

173,571 144,096 47,250,000

INPUTS

ANTICIPATION  
OF HEATWAVE

49% 51%
MALEFEMALE

REACH

EXPENDITURE

62% INPUTS

MANAGEMENT 24%  
                         & STAFFING

6% TRANSPORT

8% MONITORING 
        & EVALUATION

SUPPORT COSTSINPUTS

MONITORING & EVALUATION

ACF/COMMUNITY 
WORLD SERVICE/ 
MUSLIM AID/OXFAM
Karachi, Thatta and 
Umerkot of Sindh 
Province

PAKISTAN 

TOTAL ADJUSTED REACH 
BY AGE AND SEX

TOTAL ADJUSTED 
REACH BY SEX 

21% 22%

UNDER 18

23% 24%

18 - 50

5% 5%

OVER 50

ALERT 
APRIL 29 

ALLOCATION 
MAY 3

PROJECT
SELECTION 
MAY 6

AWARD TO END OF 
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
MAY 6- JUNE 20

TIMELY RESPONSE 

DAY  
1

DAY  
5

DAY  
8

52
DAYS  

Data source: ACAPS briefing, GHA funding overview, Agency report forms, Start Fund learning exchange,
For additional information, contact the Start Fund MEAL team at Ian.Simcox-Heath@worldvision.org.uk

Strong coordination and communication between START 
members for designing and implementation was helpful 
for coherent campaigns and standardised communications 
with the target communities and other stakeholders.

Radio awareness campaigns in local languages were 
instrumental in reaching more people with fewer financial 
and human resources. These radio campaigns through 
local popular radio stations helped to achieve a greater 
impact in a short span of time.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE RESPONSE
◆

◆

FUND

2016

INPUTS ARE ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE TRAINING AND REMUNERATION OF 
96 COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS, FIRST AID SUPPLIES AND INFORMATION, 
EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION MATERIALS AND CAMPAIGNS.

For an overview of the Start Fund please see this induction pack. To learn about crisis anticipation please read this guidance.

Appendix 5 Appendix 6
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COVERAGE

ETHIOPIA ANTICIPATION OF BELG RAINS: January 4 - March 8, 2016
CRISIS 
RESPONSE 
SUMMARY

BREAKDOWN OF FUNDS SPENT

71%

6%

2%

2%

9%

10%

BREAKDOWN OF PEOPLE REACHED

RESPONSE TIMELINE

ACTIVATION TIME

94 hours
FUNDS SPENT

£478,560
PEOPLE REACHED 
(adjusted total - individuals)

182,776
PEOPLE REACHED 
(cumulative total - activities)

239,084

Individuals* Activities*

FEMALE 50% MALE 50%

21,420

9,056
4,214

33,226

33,600

7,145

5,996

20,684
34,076

34,674

Under 18 (46%)
18 - 50 (46%)
Over 50 (8%)

Planned Actual Planned Actual

*Adjusted total direct: 182,776

*Cumulative total direct: 239,084

SAVE THE CHILDREN
North Wello Zone 
(Amhara Region)

TEARFUND
South Wello Zone 
(Amhara Region)

WORLD VISION 
Kembata Tembaro,  
West Arsi and West 
Hararghe Zone 
(Oromiya Region)

147,776

69,732

Affected people reached 
from Start Fund activities

Planned reach from Start 
Fund activities

5,000,000
Estimated number of people affected*

*Start Fund Alert Note: 4 January 2016

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

JANUARY

GOAL

SAVE THE CHILDREN

Before After
7 days 45 days

PLAN UK

TEARFUND

WORLD VISION

FEBRUARY

1 January

6 January

PEOPLE REACHED BY SECTOR

INPUTS BY SECTOR

100%

2%

FSL

14 January

100%
FSL

5,055

PROJECT TIMELINE Needs Assessment Preparation for implementation Implementation of Start Fund activities Aid recipients receive assistance

Inputs Transport

M&E

Logistics & overheads

Staffing & support

Management support

PLAN UK 
West Hararghe Zone 
(Oromiya Region)

Fertilizer distribution

10,800

Training seed recipients on planting 
techniques

40,350

Seed distribution (inc. Barley, Haricotbean, 
Maize, Potato, Sorghum, Teff)

187,934

GOAL 
Sidama and Hadiya 
Zones (Oromiya Region)

8,362

18:00 JANUARY 4

Alert: Drought 
22 agencies send survey   
19 agencies support Start 
Team decision 

10:00 JANUARY 6

Allocation: 19 out of 22 
members vote to respond 
with £500,000 

12:00 JANUARY 7

Application deadline:  
7 projects apply

16:00 JANUARY 8

Project selection:  
(Addis Ababa): 5 projects 
are  funded with a budget 
of £500,000 

JANUARY 8

Projects start:  
5 projects start 
implementing 

FEBRUARY 22

Projects end: 
5 projects finish 
implementing

MARCH 8

Project reports:  
5 projects report reaching 
182,776 people with 
£478,560 

 IMPLEMENTATION REPORTINGANTICIPATORY ACTIVATION WINDOW 3 days 22 hours 45 days 15 days*

*After start of project

COVERAGE*

SRI LANKA ANTICIPATORY FLOODING: November 18 - January 26, 2016
CRISIS 
RESPONSE 
SUMMARY

16:15 NOVEMBER 18

Alert: Flooding
17 agencies send survey
16 agencies support an 
Allocation meeting

16:00 NOVEMBER 23

Allocation:  
16 out of 17 members 
vote to respond with  
£100,000

12:00 NOVEMBER 26

Application deadline:  
2 projects apply

12:00 NOVEMBER 27

Project Selection: 
(Colombo) 
2 projects are funded with
a budget of £105,915

NOVEMBER 27

Projects start:  
2 projects start  
implementing

JANUARY 11

Projects end: 
2 projects finish 
implementing

JANUARY 26

Projects report:  
2 projects report reaching 
6,722 people with 
£105,914

 IMPLEMENTATION REPORTING

Inputs Transport

Staffing & support Management supportM&E

BREAKDOWN OF FUNDS SPENT

78%
9%

9%

4%
BREAKDOWN OF PEOPLE REACHED

RESPONSE TIMELINE

ACTIVATION TIME

211.75 hours

FUNDS SPENT

£105,914

PEOPLE REACHED 
(adjusted total - individuals)

6,722

PEOPLE REACHED 
(cumulative total - activities)

12,781

Individuals* Activities*

FEMALE 61% MALE 39%

1,379

1,797

357

1,300

1,854

916

1,273

982
212

1,045

1,074

533

Under 18 (35%)
18 - 50 (44%)
Over 50 (22%)

Planned Actual Planned Actual

*Adjusted total direct: 6,722

*Consortium project

*Cumulative total direct: 12,781
**Reach not shown for activities that have not yet benefited affected population

***Reach for preparedness posters/leaflets not reported

World Vision
Jaffna district,
Kilinochchi district, 
Mullaitivu district, 
Mannar district, 
Batticaloa district

Handicap 
International 
and Oxfam 
(consortium project)
Kilinochchi district, 
Mullaitivu district, 
Batticaloa district

6,722

6,000

Affected people reached 
from Start Fund activities

Planned reach from Start Fund activities

130,000
Estimated number of people affected

*ACAPS briefing note 23 November 2015 *Preparedness activities reflected as Protection **Mosquito nets and tarps/tin sheets have 
not yet been distributed, which is why Health and Shelter is not included above

PROJECT TIMELINE

27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 18 18

NOVEMBER

HANDICAP & OXFAM*

Before After
7 days 45 days

WORLD VISION

DECEMBER JANUARY

14 Nov

Training community volunteers on community 
awareness raising

***Distribution of preparedness posters/
leaflets awareness raising

Pre-positioning of Hygiene and Shelter kits 

Pre-positioning of mosquito nets 

Pre-positioning of tarps and tin sheets 

Pre-positioning of household NFI kits

ACTIVITIES THAT WILL REACH PEOPLE AFTER 
PROJECT REPORTING PERIOD**

38

Informing local government and NGOs on 
mapping of flood prone areas, vendors and 

at-risk households

206

Distribution of Hygiene and Shelter kits
5,815

Community awareness raising on disaster 
mitigation (including flood preparedness and 

landslide prevention)

6,722

PEOPLE REACHED BY SECTOR

INPUTS BY SECTOR

19%

12%

62%

30%
39%

WaSH

Health

Protection

Shelter

24 Nov

Needs AssessmentAid first reached recipients Preparation for implementation Implementation of Start Fund activities

45%

WaSH

9 10

55%

Protection

ANTICIPATORY ACTIVATION WINDOW 8 days 19.75 hours 45 days 15 days
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aCaPS ASSESSMENt CApACItIES prOJECt

aCf ACtION AgAINSt HuNgEr

DfiD  dEpArtMENt fOr INtErNAtIONAL dEvELOpMENt

CatS  tHE CENtrE fOr ANALySIS Of tIME SErIES

CrS CAtHOLIC rELIEf SErvICES

CruiSSe CHALLENgINg rAdICAL uNCErtAINty IN SCIENCE, 

 SOCIEty ANd tHE ENvIrONMENt 

foreWarn  fOrECASt-BASEd WArNINg, ANALySIS 

 ANd rESpONSE NEtWOrK

geCarr gOOd ENOugH CONtExt ANALySIS fOr rApId rESpONSE

iaSC INtEr-AgENCy StANdINg COMMIttEE

ifrC INtErNAtIONAL fEdErAtION Of rEd CrOSS 

 ANd rEd CrESCENt SOCIEtIES

iri INtErNAtIONAL rESEArCH INStItutE fOr CLIMAtE 

 ANd SOCIEty, COLuMBIA uNIvErSIty

lSe LONdON SCHOOL Of ECONOMICS

ngo  NON-gOvErNMENtAL OrgANISAtION

oPiDin OutIL dE prédICtION dES INONdAtIONS dANS 

 LA dELtA INtérIEur du NIgEr

un  uNItEd NAtIONS

Acronyms
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StArt NEtWOrK, SArAH BArr  

start Fund alert 173, anticipation of flooding. 
gabion walls constructed through aCted’s work in 

the Zeravshan Valley, tajikistan, mitigating flood risk 
to homes, livestock and agricultural land.
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